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A story of "two sisters--Miranda, the older, responsible one, always her younger sister's
protector, [and] Lucia, the headstrong, unpredictable one, whose impulses are huge
and often life changing. When their mother dies and Lucia starts hearing voices, it is
Miranda who must find a way to reach her sister. But Lucia impetuously plows ahead,
marrying a big-hearted, older man only to leave him suddenly to have a baby with a
young Latino immigrant. She moves her new family from the States to Ecuador and
back again, but the bitter constant is that she is, in fact, mentally ill"-A brand new textbook with an innovative and exciting approach to marketing strategy.
Moving away from the outdated 4Ps model to a new approach that reflects real-world
companies responding to a differing and dynamic customer base. Research-based and
action-orientated, it equips students with the tools to succeed in today's competitive
markets.
Effective risk communication is essential to the well-being of any organization and
those people who depend on it. Ineffective communication can cost lives, money and
reputations. Communicating Risks and Benefits: An Evidence-Based User’s Guide
provides the scientific foundations for effective communications. The book
authoritatively summarizes the relevant research, draws out its implications for
communication design, and provides practical ways to evaluate and improve
communications for any decision involving risks and benefits. Topics include the
communication of quantitative information and warnings, the roles of emotion and the
news media, the effects of age and literacy, and tests of how well communications meet
the organization’s goals. The guide will help users in any organization, with any
budget, to make the science of their communications as sound as the science that they
are communicating.
In publishing the history of combat operations the Department of the Army has three
objectives. The first is to provide the Army itself with an accurate and timely account of
its varied activities in directing, organizing, and employing its forces for the conduct of
war-an account which will be available to the service schools and to individual members
of the Armed Services who wish to extend their professional reading. The second
objective is to offer the thoughtful citizen material for a better understanding of the basic
problems of war and the manner in which these problems were met, thus augmenting
his understanding of national security. The third objective is to accord a well-earned
recognition to the devoted work and grim sacrifices of those who served. "The
successes of the South Pacific Force," wrote Admiral Halsey in 1944, "were not the
achievements of separate services or individuals but the result of whole-hearted
subordination of self-interest by all in order that one successful 'fighting team' could be
created."* The history of any South Pacific campaign must deal with this "fighting team,"
with all United States and Allied services. The victory on Guadalcanal can be
understood only by an appreciation of the contribution of each service. No one service
won the battle. The most decisive engagement of the campaign was the air and naval
Battle of Guadalcanal in mid-November 1942, an engagement in which neither Army
nor Marine Corps ground troops took any direct part. This volume attempts to show the
contribution of all services to the first victory on the long road to Tokyo.
Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination introduces students and professionals to
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the world of fraud detection and deterrence, providing a solid foundation in core
concepts and methods for both public and private sector environments. Aligned with the
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) model curriculum, this text provides comprehensive
and up-to-date coverage of asset misappropriation, corruption, fraud, and other topics a
practicing forensic accountant encounters on a daily basis. A focus on real-world
practicality employs current examples and engaging case studies to reinforce
comprehension, while in-depth discussions clarify technical concepts in an easily
relatable style. End of chapter material and integrated IDEA and Tableau software
cases introduces students to the powerful, user-friendly tools accounting professionals
use to maximize auditing and analytic capabilities, detect fraud, and comply with
documentation requirements, and coverage of current methods and best practices
provides immediate relevancy to real-world scenarios. Amidst increased demand for
forensic accounting skills, even for entry-level accountants, this text equips students
with the knowledge and skills they need to successfully engage in the field.

The previous editions of Torts were highly regarded for their clarity of explanation
and engaging writing style, and this new fourth edition fully retains each of these
qualities. The text has been extensively revised and updated, and there is a new
chapter on privacy. The enhanced layout includes end of chapter summaries and
self-test exercises and an extensive bibliography. This is therefore an ideal
companion to the subject for both law undergraduates and GDL/CPE students.
Originally published in 2010, reissued as part of Pearson's modern classic series.
This book provides a comprehensive, authoritative, and thought-provoking
examination of the ethical issues encountered by accountants working in the
industry, public practice, nonprofit service, and government. Gordon Klein’s,
Ethics in Accounting: A Decision-Making Approach, helps students understand all
topics commonly prescribed by state Boards of Accountancy regarding ethics
literacy. Ethics in Accounting can be utilized in either a one-term or two-term
course in Accounting Ethics. A contemporary focus immerses readers in real
world ethical questions with recent trending topics such as celebrity privacy,
basketball point-shaving, auditor inside trading, and online dating. Woven into
chapters are tax-related issues that address fraud, cheating, confidentiality,
contingent fees and auditor independence. Duties arising in more commonplace
roles as internal auditors, external auditors, and tax practitioners are, of course,
examined as well.
Financial Statement Analysis, 9e, emphasizes effective business analysis and
decision making by analysts, investors, managers, and other stakeholders of the
company. It continues to set the standard (over 8 prior editions and hundreds of
thousands in unit book sales) in showing students the keys to effective financial
statement analysis. It begins with an overview (chapters 1-2), followed by
accounting analysis (chapters 3-6) and then financial analysis (chapters 7-11).
The book presents a balanced view of analysis, including both equity and credit
analysis, and both cash-based and earnings-based valuation models. The book
is aimed at accounting and finance classes, and the professional audience as it
shows the relevance of financial statement analysis to all business decision
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makers. The authors:1. Use numerous and timely "real world" examples and
cases2. Draw heavily on actual excerpts from financial reports and footnotes3.
Focus on analysis and interpretation of financial reports and their footnotes4.
Illustrate debt and equity valuation that uses results of financial statement
analysis5. Have a concise writing style to make the material accessible
For many years, laboratory dogs have served as important animal models for
biomedical research that has advanced human health. Conducted at the request
of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), this report assesses whether
laboratory dogs are or will continue to be necessary for biomedical research
related to the VA's mission. The report concludes that using laboratory dogs in
research at the VA is scientifically necessary for only a few areas of current
biomedical research. The report recommends that the VA adopt an expanded set
of criteria for determining when it is scientifically necessary to use laboratory
dogs in VA biomedical research; that the VA promote the development and use
of alternatives to laboratory dogs; and highlights opportunities for the VA to
enhance the welfare of laboratory dogs that are being used in biomedical
research areas for which they have been deemed necessary.
This text emphasizes the intelligent application of approximation techniques to
the type of problems that commonly occur in engineering and the physical
sciences. The authors provide a sophisticated introduction to various appropriate
approximation techniques; they show students why the methods work, what type
of errors to expect, and when an application might lead to difficulties; and they
provide information about the availability of high-quality software for numerical
approximation routines The techniques covered in this text are essentially the
same as those covered in the Sixth Edition of these authors' top-selling
Numerical Analysis text, but the emphasis is much different. In Numerical
Methods, Second Edition, full mathematical justifications are provided only if they
are concise and add to the understanding of the methods. The emphasis is
placed on describing each technique from an implementation standpoint, and on
convincing the student that the method is reasonable both mathematically and
computationally.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and McKinsey Best Book of the Year Award in
2011 “A masterpiece.” —Steven D. Levitt, coauthor of Freakonomics “Bursting
with insights.” —The New York Times Book Review A pioneering urban economist
presents a myth-shattering look at the majesty and greatness of cities America is
an urban nation, yet cities get a bad rap: they're dirty, poor, unhealthy,
environmentally unfriendly . . . or are they? In this revelatory book, Edward
Glaeser, a leading urban economist, declares that cities are actually the
healthiest, greenest, and richest (in both cultural and economic terms) places to
live. He travels through history and around the globe to reveal the hidden
workings of cities and how they bring out the best in humankind. Using intrepid
reportage, keen analysis, and cogent argument, Glaeser makes an urgent,
eloquent case for the city's importance and splendor, offering inspiring proof that
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the city is humanity's greatest creation and our best hope for the future.
More than a general ethics text, APPLIED BUSINESS ETHICS: A SKILLSBASED APPROACH applies practical ethical situations to real-world business
settings and decisions. The text's thought-provoking scenarios read like a
Hollywood screenplay, with up-to-the-minute issues that draw students into
discussions and encourage debate. Written by an award-winning business ethics
instructor, APPLIED BUSINESS ETHICS has been field-tested by students and
faculty across the U.S. with a goal of improving the classroom experience, and
making business ethics fun for everyone. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
The approach used by Hoyle, Schaefer, and Doupnik in the new edition allows
students to think critically about accounting, just as they will do while preparing
for the CPA exam and in their future careers. With this text, students gain a wellbalanced appreciation of the Accounting profession. As Hoyle 12e introduces
them to the field's many aspects, it often focuses on past controversies and
present resolutions. The text continues to show the development of financial
reporting as a product of intense and considered debate that continues today and
into the future. The writing style of the eleven previous editions has been highly
praised. Students easily comprehend chapter concepts because of the
conversational tone used throughout the book. The authors have made every
effort to ensure that the writing style remains engaging, lively, and consistent
which has made this text the market leading text in the Advanced Accounting
market. The 12th edition includes an increased integration of IFRS as well as
updated accounting standards.
Gain an understanding of today's tax concepts and ever-changing laws with the
concise, reader-friendly SOUTH-WESTERN FEDERAL TAXATION 2021:
ESSENTIALS OF TAXATION: INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS ENTITIES, 24E.
Master key taxation concepts and applications you need for success in
accounting and taxation or prepare to take the C.P.A. or Enrolled Agent Exam.
With this edition you examine the most current tax law at the time of publication,
from recent tax law changes to complete coverage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act
of 2017 with related guidance from the Treasury Department. Concise coverage
highlights the most important rules and concepts on income, deductions and
losses, property transactions, business entities, multi-jurisdictional taxation, as
well as taxes on financial statements. Clear and numerous examples, helpful
summaries and interesting tax scenarios further clarify concepts and help you
sharpen your critical-thinking, writing and research skills. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Fundamentals of Risk Management, now in its fourth edition, is a comprehensive introduction
to commercial and business risk for students and a broad range of risk professionals. Providing
extensive coverage of the core frameworks of business continuity planning, enterprise risk
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management and project risk management, this is the definitive guide to dealing with the
different types of risk an organization faces. With relevant international case examples from
both the private and public sectors, this revised edition of Fundamentals of Risk Management
is completely aligned to ISO 31000 and provides a full analysis of changes in contemporary
risk areas including supply chain, cyber risk, risk culture and improvements in risk
management documentation and statutory risk reporting. This new edition of Fundamentals of
Risk Management has been fully updated to reflect the development of risk management
standards and practice, in particular business continuity standards, regulatory developments,
risks to reputation and the business model, changes in enterprise risk management (ERM),
loss control and the value of insurance as a risk management method. Also including a
thorough overview of the international risk management standards and frameworks, strategy
and policy, this book is the definitive professional text for risk managers.
"Forensic accounting" is a growing area of practice in which the knowledge, skills and abilities
of advanced accounting are combined with investigative expertise and applied to legal
problems. Forensic accountants are often asked to provide litigation support where they are
called on to give expert testimony about financial data and accounting activities. In other more
proactive engagements, they probe situations using special investigative accounting skills and
techniques. Some even see forensic accounting as practiced by skilled accounting specialists
becoming part and parcel of most financial audits--an extra quality control step in the auditing
process that will help reduce financial statement fraud.
Based on careful analysis of burden of disease and the costs ofinterventions, this second
edition of 'Disease Control Priorities in Developing Countries, 2nd edition' highlights achievable
priorities; measures progresstoward providing efficient, equitable care; promotes costeffectiveinterventions to targeted populations; and encourages integrated effortsto optimize
health. Nearly 500 experts - scientists, epidemiologists, health economists,academicians, and
public health practitioners - from around the worldcontributed to the data sources and
methodologies, and identifiedchallenges and priorities, resulting in this integrated,
comprehensivereference volume on the state of health in developing countries.
This publication is a comprehensive assessment of leading risks to global health. It provides
detailed global and regional estimates of premature mortality, disability and loss of health
attributable to 24 global risk factors.--Publisher's description.
In the corridors of the Vatican on the eve of World War II, American Catholic priest Joseph
Patrick Hurley found himself in the midst of secret diplomatic dealings and intense debate.
Hurleys deeply felt American patriotism and fixed ideas about confronting Nazism directly led
to a mighty clash with Pope Pius XII. It was 1939, the earliest days of Piuss papacy, and
controversy within the Vatican over policy toward Nazi Germany was already heated. This
groundbreaking book is both a biography of Joseph Hurley, the first American to achieve the
rank of nuncio, or Vatican ambassador, and an insiders view of the alleged silence of the pope
on the Holocaust and Nazism. Drawing on Hurleys unpublished archives, the book documents
critical debates in Pope Piuss Vatican, secret U.S.-Vatican dealings, the influence of Detroits
flamboyant anti-Semitic priest Charles E. Coughlin, and the controversial case of Croatias
Cardinal Stepinac. The book also sheds light on the powerful connections between religion and
politics in the twentieth century.

With the changing expectations of consumers, employees and regulators, being
best in the world is no longer enough. Businesses are now also expected to be
best for the world: to be socially and environmentally responsible, sustainable
and ethical. Based on the idea that strategic CSR offers the most holistic and
effective approach to corporate social responsibility, the author presents the key
concepts, theories and philosophical approaches to CSR, along with the practical
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tools needed to implement this knowledge in the real world. The book is split into
three parts; the first part provides the theoretical background of CSR, the second
part examines various CSR approaches and how they can be implemented, and
the third part discusses measuring and communicating CSR. Each chapter
contains questions for reflection & discussion, exercises, and case studies from
globally recognised brands such as Ben & Jerry’s, Nestle, Marks & Spencer,
TOMS Shoes, LEGO, Coca-Cola and McDonald’s. The book is complemented
by chapter specific lecturer PowerPoint slides, which can be found here. Suitable
reading for students on Corporate Social Responsibility modules.
In this educational novel, the famous forensic accountant, Lenny Cramer, has
joined the accounting faculty at Georgia State University. In addition to his
professorial duties, he is conducting an operational audit for the international soft
drink company, Coca-Cola. Espionage and fraud place Lenny¿s life on the line
as he uncovers a scheme to steal Coke¿s secret formula. The story features a
variety of settings, from Washington, D.C. to Poland. As an expert in his field,
Professor Cramer uses his forensic auditing knowledge to assist the Coca-Cola
Company, his students, the U.S. Congress, and the legal system as an expert
witness. With his assistant, Slam Duncan, an accounting Ph.D. student, he puts
state-of-the-art technology to work to solve audit problems in the real world. Trap
Doors and Trojan Horses may be used near the end of an auditing or beginning
of a data processing course. It would be ideal for an MBA program that has a
light coverage of accounting or used in CPA firms¿ in-house training programs.
This educational novel illustrates the differences between a regular audit and the
investigation required by forensic accountants to uncover computer fraud. Every
business executive should read it, because just as termites never sleep, fraud
never sleeps. And just like termites, fraud can destroy the foundation of an entity.
The novel mixes fraud, crime, politics, ethics, computer techniques, expert
witnessing, and auditing for a better and easier way to learn accounting. If used
as a supplement to an auditing, forensic accounting, fraud examination, or a
computer course, this exciting novel provides a painless way to learn auditing
principles. The suspenseful story combines computer and auditing concepts in a
fashion even a novice can understand and enjoy. With computer fraud losses
reaching $300 billion per year, accountants must be familiar with electronic
auditing.
Designated a Doody's Core Title! Are you establishing a solo or collaborative
health care practice? This concise reference book is designed to provide the
basic business and management skills you need. It is packed with practical
information, from writing your mission statement to preparing and implementing a
business plan, to marketing and legal considerations. Three sample business
plans are included as an appendix.
This practical coursebook introduces all the basics of semantics in a simple, stepby-step fashion. Each unit includes short sections of explanation with examples,
followed by stimulating practice exercises to complete in the book. Feedback and
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comment sections follow each exercise to enable students to monitor their
progress. No previous background in semantics is assumed, as students begin
by discovering the value and fascination of the subject and then move through all
key topics in the field, including sense and reference, simple logic, word meaning
and interpersonal meaning. New study guides and exercises have been added to
the end of each unit to help reinforce and test learning. A completely new unit on
non-literal language and metaphor, plus updates throughout the text significantly
expand the scope of the original edition to bring it up-to-date with modern
teaching of semantics for introductory courses in linguistics as well as
intermediate students.
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